
Rim*lee Key 
This key is not connected 

1111110i111taft3C13 
Centronics-type parallel 

—  interface 
Expansion Port 
Contains one 34 channel 
parallel bus to connect to the 
disk drive 

Heatsink 
To dissipate the heal generated 
by the electrical circuits 

knproved Version V1.1 BASIC 
ROM 
The single ROM chip holds the 
new version of the Tansott 
BASIC 

CPU 
The central processing unit is a 
6502A microprocessor 

INsk Drive 
0Oc's disk drive uses 3 inch disks. These come in a protective 
hard case. The drive gives a capacity of 160K on one side of 
a disk. The disks can be turned over and used on the other 
side to give a total of 320K per disk. The Uric disk drives can 
mi.,/ cope with sequential:files, father than the more useful 
random access type 

interface system, and up to three slave drives. As 
yet, no slave units have been produced, hut these 
are expected shortly. The disk drive comes with a 
separate power transformer, which is powerful 
enough to drive two disk units and the computer 
itself. In early versions of the disk operating 
system, problems occurred when the printer and 
the disk drive were both swiched on. Any attempt 
to edit a program line resulted in the edited line -- 
as well as all of the numbered program lines — 
being deleted from the listing. Uric claims that 
later versions of the operating system have 
overcome this difficulty. 

Although early versions have been subject to 
problems in printer and cassette use, Oric 
Products seems to have given a great deal of 
thought to the production of the Atmos and its 
peripherals. The design team has taken note of 
criticisms levelled at the earlier On-I. and most of 
the errors have now been corrected. One- I 
owners were poorly served by software 
manufacturers and, to counter this, One Products 
has commissioned Tansoft to produce a set of 
programs to be used with the disk drive. If software 
production increases, the AtmoS should capture a 
Larger share of a very Competitive market. 

OR1C ATMOS 

c:169 

278x17840 quit 

'Pt! 

6502 

48 Kbytes RAM. 16 Kbytes ROM 

26 rows of 41) columns in text 
mode and up to 200x240 pixels 
in eight colours 
INTERS:0,7:S 
An expansion port for a Centronics 
printer interface, cassette port 
and RGB socket 

Extended BASIC and 

58 typewriter-style keys. The 
-unction key is not connecte 

ihe manual is thorough arid 
written in a pleasant 
conversational style that is clearly 
intended to fake the beginner 
easily through BASIC 
programming. For the more 
advanced user there are chapters 
covering Machine code and 
advanced inputioutput 
techniques, as well as a number 
of appendices giving full 
technical information 

The Atmos has a wide range of 
facilities that are not available on 
more expensive machines. The 
BASIC is concise and contains a 
number of commands that make 

The method of screen display on 
the Atmos is hard to work with in 
high resolution mode. The disk 
drives are disappointing, being 
suitable for sequential access 
only 
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